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BOUTIQUE SAUCES

Boutique Sauces - finish your dishes with a chef’s touch
Making it easy for everyone to create gourmet meals at home with restaurant-quality flavours!
These chef-inspired, high-quality finishing sauces are high-class, made from exclusive recipes and
have the sophisticated taste of fine-dining. What separates a chef-made dish from a home-made?
The flavour!
Whether you are entertaining or whipping up a quick, everyday meal, you can simply heat, pour
and serve to achieve 5-star flavours in every dish.
The range of Boutique sauces is made from the highest-quality ingredients right here in Australia.
Each flavour is totally natural with NO artificial flavours, colours or preservatives, NO GM
ingredients and they are also completely gluten-free.
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Every bottle is a labour of love and we hope you’ll love tasting them as much as we love using
them ourselves here at Hunter Valley Hampers!
Bring a touch of class to every meal - add your favourite Boutique Sauce!
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RED WINE JUS
SKU: N/A
This sauce is slowly simmered to intensify the flavours of the red wine, beef stock, garlic & shallots. This thick
reduction is a marriage of flavours that creates a dark, rich and velvety red wine jus. Traditionally chefs use it
sparingly, as it requires a lot of work, but the reward is having your guests sigh with pleasure.
Learn more about this gift and the products in it.
Price: $18.65
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DIANE SAUCE WITH BUTTERY LEEK
SKU: N/A
This Diane Sauce by Boutique Sauces is fast becoming a customer favourite, made from premium white wine, the
Diane Sauce is best described as heavenly.
A rich, robust creamy sauce with sautéed buttery leeks, beautiful chunky garlic & a velvety finish of
Worcestershire reduction. A mouth-watering sauce. So, addictive......
The Diane Sauce with buttery leek tastes amazing on a high-quality steak, with roast chicken instead of gravy, you
can even take your meatballs and Schnitzel to restaurant level by adding the Diane Sauce, we have also heard it is
divine with mushrooms and pasta, one of our favourite sauces from, the Boutique Sauces range here at Hunter
Valley Hampers
Learn more about this gift and the products in it.
Price: $13.65
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GREEN PEPPERCORN & BRANDY SAUCE
SKU: N/A
Boutique Sauces takes pepper sauce to a whole new level, with its beautiful flavours of shallots and barrel aged
Brandy, set in a luxurious creamy sauce with the French green peppercorns surging onto the palette, in an
explosion, intensifying into a smooth torrent of taste
Learn more about this gift and the products in it.
Price: $13.65
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BEEF & RIB SAUCE
SKU: N/A
This mouth- watering sauce is the perfect balance of flavours, using Columbian expresso coffee, sweetened with
thick apple syrup, heighten by a twist of fresh lemon & a dash of spice, to make a beautiful thick, rich full flavoured
smoky sauce
Learn more about this gift and the products in it.
Price: $13.65
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ORANGE STAR ANISE SAUCE
SKU: N/A
This is an unusual, yet stunningly appealing dense orange sauce, that awakens the tastebuds. Get ready for the
tantalising sharp taste of orange, in a sweet infusion of star anise and cinnamon quills.
Learn more about this gift and the products in it.
Price: $13.65
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CHIPOTLE PINEAPPLE & LIME SAUCE
SKU: N/A
This Chipotle sauce is for the lovers of Mexican summer flavours. Before the sweltering heat of the chilli, you will
taste the sweet pineapple and lime. This is a perfect blend and balance of tropical fruit and smoky hot CHIPOTLE...
Really, it’s time to douse everything! This is one truly mouth-watering sauce
Learn more about this gift and the products in it.
Price: $14.45
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VANILLA BEAN SALTED CARAMEL SAUCE
SKU: N/A
Boutique Sauces have done it again with this amazing Salted Caramel Sauce, incredible on banana sundaes or
flambe, drizzled on cheesecake or any kind of fruit pie, especially apple pie. Why not go the sweet Fondue route
and dip strawberries or apple slices in it, and for movie nights nothing can beat gourmet popcorn, just pour some
over the popcorn and shake it around...gets sticky but ooooh so good.....you have not lived until you try this
amazing caramel sauce, but as it says above, be warned boutique sauces vanilla bean salted caramel sauce IS
addictive.
Learn more about this gift and the products in it.
Price: $13.65
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